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Abstract: Plants’ diseases cannot be avoided because of unpredictable climate patterns and envi-
ronmental changes. The plants like ginger get affected by various pests, conditions, and nutritional
deficiencies. Therefore, it is essential to identify such causes early and perform the cure to get the
desired production rate. Deep learning-based methods are helpful for the identification and clas-
sification of problems in this domain. This paper presents deep artificial neural network and deep
learning-based methods for the early detection of diseases, pest patterns, and nutritional deficiencies.
We have used a real-field dataset consisting of healthy and affected ginger plant leaves. The results
show that the convolutional neural network (CNN) has achieved the highest accuracy of 99% for
disease rhizomes detection. For pest pattern leaves, VGG-16 models showed the highest accuracy
of 96%. For nutritional deficiency-affected leaves, ANN has achieved the highest accuracy (96%).
The experimental results achieved are comparable with other existing techniques in the literature. In
addition, the results demonstrated the potential in improving the yield of ginger using the proposed
disease detection methods and an essential consideration for the design of real-time disease detection
applications. However, the results are specific to the dataset used in this work and may yield different
results for the other datasets.

Keywords: deep learning; plant diseases detection; pest pattern; agricultural diagnostic system

1. Introduction

The distribution of crop diseases can affect the economy badly. The manual diagnoses
of crop diseases are time-consuming and risk errors. Digital revolution is reinventing
agriculture, which integrates advanced technologies, digital tools, information, and com-
munication technologies to enhance the opportunities for agriculture improvement and
performance [1]. Digital agriculture is currently emerging as a consequence of several
technological developments in artificial intelligence [2], remote sensing [3], and robotic sys-
tems [4]. Such systems allow farmers to provide broad, precise, and accessible traditional
agricultural products at the national and regional levels, and boost yield and quality while
limiting environmental impact. It can also provide ease to the farmers for detecting plant
disease [5–7], pests [8,9] and weeds [10].

Ginger is a medicinal herb that is commonly used in Pakistan and across the world
to treat a broad range of disorders such as rheumatism, arthritis, sprains, muscular aches,
and pains [11]. However, ginger is prone to various kinds of diseases such as bacterial [12]
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and fungal [13]. It is also affected by different pests such as leafhopper, Chinese rose beetle,
ants, and caterpillar. In scientific literature, several techniques have been proposed to tackle
the complex challenges in agriculture, such as decision support systems [14], plant disease
detection [15], and other artificial intelligence-based techniques. Deep learning has shown
most promising results for agricultural image processing such as plant disease detection,
pesticides detection, plant type classification, etc. For instance, the study [16] proposed the
detection of fusarium head blight disease in wheat crops. Here, deep convolutional neural
network (CNN) and image processing techniques are employed to detect the diseased part
of wheat leaf images. The authors in [17] exploit Bayesian deep learning for approximating
the probability density for crop disease detection problems. Another deep CNN-based
work [18] suggests deploying a pre-trained model learned from usual massive datasets,
and transferring it into a specific task trained with their data, like VGGNet and ImageNet.

An automated wheat disease diagnostic system [19] implementable on mobile devices
to conduct a real-time diagnosis is based on deep learning and multiple instance learn-
ing (MIL). Their method uses four deep learning models, VGG-FCN-VD16, VGG-FCN-S,
VGG-CNN-S, VGG-CNN-VD16, and are implemented on the leaf images dataset. The accu-
racies of VGG-CNN-VD16 and VGG-CNN-S are 73.00%, and 93.27%, respectively. However,
the suggested model cannot detect the last stage of disease of the plant. Authors of [20]
applied the neural network, support vector machine, and fuzzy classifier for plant disease
detection problems. They suggested that there is a need to work on diseases stage identifi-
cation and quantification, real-world applications, and the reliability of a fully automatic
system in agricultural sector. Ref. [16] proposes the detection of the fusarium head blight,
a wheat crop disease. They developed a deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) capa-
ble of extracting distinct wheat stems from a single image with a complicated environment.
They also suggest a new method for identifying fusarium head blight infected regions
in each spike. In training, the model accurately detects the crop’s diseased part, and the
mean average precision is 0.9201. The results are better than k-means and Otsu’s methods.
However, this model requires a large dataset to detect the diseased part more accurately.

A novel plant leaf disease detection model bases on deep CNN is proposed in [21].
Transfer learning and deep CNN are used for the leaf disease detection problem. The deep
CNN model could accurately differentiate 38 different groups of diseased and healthy
plants using leaf images with 96.46% accuracy. Authors of [22] used texture-based segmen-
tation and simpler linear iterative clustering (SLIC) to capture and recognize the diseases
and pests at early stages in corn crops. lassification is done through binary support vector
machine (BSVM) and multi-class support vector machine (MSVM). The accuracy achieved
for pest detection is 52%, which can be extendable. Authors in [23] used ResNet-101,
VGG-16, and ResNet-50 can see blurred images, and yolov3 for pest and disease detection
in rice crop, and detected blurred boundaries and irregular shapes. However, the model
showed poor performance for fewer features present in the image frames.

The study presented in [24] suggested the use of image acquisition, image pre-
processing, image segmentation, feature extraction, and classification techniques for the
ginger plant disease detection problem. The system is linked with a digital/web camera,
allowing farmers to take images of plant leaves. The collected images are processed using
image processing techniques to identify diseases symptoms, disease type and notify the
farmers about disease type through global system for mobile communications (GSM) in-
terface. Then, relay turns on the pump installed in the device to release medicine to the
infected plant according to the infected disease. However, the study does not consider a
standard dataset of the ginger plant leaf images, and some diseases of ginger plants and
pests are not discussed. A summary of literature review is provided in Table 1.

From our literature review, we have found that the ginger plant diseases, deficiency
nutrients, and pest patterns are not so much studied and researched. This area of research
needs considerable research efforts for the ginger plant disease, pest pattern, and deficiency
nutrients detection problem at early and multiple stages. It is necessary to comprehend
diseases, nutrient deficiency, and pests at early and multiple phases and recommend the
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treatment of the causative agents that contribute to causing the ginger plant diseases. To the
best of our knowledge, the deep learning approaches are not used so far for ginger plant
disease, deficiency nutrients, and pest pattern detection. Furthermore, there is no publicly
available dataset of ginger plant images necessary to test the working of the available deep
learning techniques for the problem of interest.

Table 1. Summary of the literature review.

Ref. Plant Classifier Accuracy Dataset

[19] Wheat VGG-16 93.27% PlantVillage

[25] Citrus K-means, Classification 73% PlantVillage

[20] Fruits and vegetables
Support vector machine,
fuzzy classifier, neural
network

Not given PlantVillage

[26] Wheat AlexNet, VGG-16 90.01% Real Field

[27] Unspecified CNN, Classification 83.02% Minnesota, USA

[16] Wheat Deep convolutional neural
network 92% Shandong

Province, China

[21] Different plants Classification 96.46% PlantVillage

[22] Corn SVM and Clustering 52% PlantVillage

[23] Rice ResNet-101, VGG-16,
ResNet-50 85%

Anhui, Jiangxi,
Hunan Province,
China.

[24] Ginger SVM Not given Real Field

This study focuses on making an autonomous system that detects ginger plant diseases,
pest patterns, and deficiency nutrients through deep artificial neural network and learning
techniques, namely VGG-16, CNN and MobileNetV2 in real-time circumstances. The study
also involves developing a large-scale ginger plant dataset based on different stages. We
present the classification of various diseases and nutrient deficiencies, and investigate the
pest patterns in the leaf images. In addition, we exhibit the performance and ability of
the model to predict diseases with high accuracy. This study hopes to present the first
step towards deep learning-based ginger disease, pest pattern, and deficiency nutrients
detection. This research study presents the following key contributions:

• To develop a standard dataset of the ginger plant leaf images at early stages and
multiple stages.

• To classify pest pattern, nutrients deficiency, soft rot disease from the ginger plant leaf
images and rhizome.

• To apply advance deep learning-based methods and perform a comparative analysis
to identify which model works well.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains materials and methods
followed by Section 3 that exhibits results and discussion, and finally Section 4 concludes
the article.

2. Materials and Methods

In general, the work starts from field data collection as shown in Figure 1. We collected
the ginger plant leaf images, both healthy and effected at multiple stages (early and
later stages). After data collection, the next step is to perform the image augmentation,
including rotation, re-scaling, zooming, horizontal flip, width shift, and height shift. Further,
we performed image processing steps renaming and resizing, and new sample images
were generated to enrich the dataset. Next, the samples data is labeled with the help of
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expert knowledge. The labeled sample data is then used during the training phase of
the selected deep learning algorithm. Finally, we identify and classify the understudy
problems, i.e., disease, pest, and deficiency detection, and the results are compared and
evaluated to identify the appropriate algorithm for a given situation.In the following, we
describe each phase one by one.

Figure 1. Proposed method for ginger plant disease detection using deep learning models.

2.1. Image Acquisition and Description

A total of 4396 images are acquired from the orchard of PMAS-Arid Agriculture
University Rawalpindi. All images are taken from Infinix Hot 9 Mobile, it has 720 × 1600
pixels resolution and 16 MegaPixels camera. The size of this camera is 6 to 7 MB per image.
For further processing, image acquisition acquire images from an external source. It is an
essential step as the system’s performance is highly dependent on the captured images
used for training the model. All images of the ginger plant leaf are collected from the
orchard of PMAS Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi as shown in Figure 2 and the
market. Each plant is sown at a distance of 50 cm. Images are collected with heterogeneous
background as critical factor in collecting real field images, although most of the publicly
available dataset contains simple background. This makes our model to react to changes in
the real-time environment.

There are 1801 images of deficient nutrients and healthy plants. 1440 images are used
for training and 361 images for testing with the same number of classes. Similarly, there are
2275 images of pest patterns and healthy plants of which 1820 images are used for training,
and 455 for testing. ginger plant soft rot diseases consist of 320 images of which 256 and
64 images are used for training and testing, respectively. ginger plant leaf images of pest
patterns and healthy and deficient nutrients are gathered in multiple stages. Images of soft
rot disease ginger are collected at the last stage of ginger rhizome. A detailed description of
dataset distribution is provided in Table 3.

Table 3. Dataset Description

Category No of Images Dimensions Training Testing

Deficiency-Healthy 1801 150 × 150 × 3 1440 361

Pest pattern-Healthy 2275 150 × 150 × 3 1820 455

Soft rot-Healthy 320 150 × 150 × 3 256 64

(a) Google map (b) Field area

Figure 2. Data collection field.
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2.2. Data Augmentation and Processing

Data augmentation is a method of creating new training data from previous training
data. We apply domain-specific techniques to samples from the training data to generate
unique and distinct training instances. In this study, we augment the images by rescaling,
rotating the images, changing the width and height shifts, zooming the images, and doing
the horizontal flip. The obtained results are shown in Figure 3.

All the images are renamed by python code, resized by the cv2 library, and con-
verted into RGB images for further data processing. The dimensions of the images
are (150 × 150 × 3), height and width are 150 and 150, and 3 represents RGB channel
(Red, Green, Blue).

(a) Pest pattern (b) Nutritional deficiency (c) soft rot disease

Figure 3. Output images after applying data augmentation and pre-processing.

2.3. Classification

This step trains images of ginger plant disease, pest patterns, and deficiency nutrients.
We use 80% data for training and the remaining 20% data for testing—a detailed description
of the deep learning algorithms is provided in the following subsections.

2.3.1. ANN Model

Artificial Neural Network (ANN) is very powerful tool for non-linear statistical mod-
elling. The model is multi-layer, fully connected neural networks. They are made up of an
input layer, many hidden layers, and an output layer. Every node in one layer is linked to
every other node in the following layer.

Artificial neural network receives input and computes the weighted total of the inputs,
as well as the bias. This calculation is represented by a transfer function.

n

∑
i=1

Wi × Xi + b (1)

Whereas W represents weights, X as inputs and b is represented as bias. The model
is sequential because all the layers of the model are in sequence. Relu activation function
and a dropout value of 0.2 are used, which reduces the overfitting of the model in this
research. Sigmoid activation function is used in the last layer for classification as given by
the equation.

σ(k) =
1

1 + ēk
(2)

A flatten layer is used that allows transforming a vector of 2D matrixes into a suitable
format for the dense layer to comprehend. A Dense layer that is intimately linked to the
layer before it, implying that the layer’s neurons are connected to every neuron of its
preceding layer. This is the most often used layer. The hyper parameters used for ANN are
given in Table 4.

2.3.2. CNN Model

CNN is widely employed in the field of study. Image is represented by a three-
dimensional matrix is presented to CNN. Then, the convolutional layer extracts the charac-
teristics of the image. Convolutional layer also includes ReLU activation, which reduces
all negative values to zero. After convolution, the pooling layer is utilized to minimize
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the spatial volume of the input image. Then max pooling is used to minimize the spatial
volume of the input image, and the 4 × 4 dimension input has been reduced to 2 × 2
dimensions. Then there is a fully connected layer, and the last is the logistic layer. The label,
which is one-hot encoded, is contained in the output layer. A sequential model is used with
Relu activation function. Dropout rate is 0.2 to reduce the over-fitting of the algorithm and
sigmoid is used in the last layer. The hyper paramters used for CNN are given in Table 5.

Table 4. Hyper parameters tuning used for ANN.

Dataset ratio

There are two classes for soft rot disease, pest pattern and deficiency
effected detection. Health and soft rot disease effected, healthy and pest
attacked, healthy ginger leaves and deficiency effected leaves. 80% data is
used for training and 20% data for testing for all detection cases.

Preprocessing Images are renamed and resized to 150 × 150.

Batch Size Batch size for training the ANN algorithm is 128.

Epochs Number of epochs for training the algorithm are 60.

Learning Rate Learning rate is set at 0.001 for the proposed model.

Optimization
algorithm The proposed model is trained by Adam optimizer.

Table 5. Hyper parameters tuning used for CNN.

Dataset ratio

There are two classes for soft rot disease, pest pattern and deficiency
effected detection. Health and soft rot disease effected, healthy and pest
attacked, healthy ginger leaves and deficiency effected leaves. 80% data is
used for training and 20% data for testing for all detection cases.

Pre-processing Images are renamed and resized to 150 × 150.

Batch size Batch size is 32 for training the CNN.

Epochs Epochs are set to 60 to train the CNN. algorithm.

Learning rate Learning rate of 0.001 is set for the proposed model.

Optimization
algorithm The CNN model is trained by Adam optimizer.

2.3.3. VGG-16 Model

VGG-16 algorithm is used in various deep learning-based applications, and it is an
easy and fast algorithm due to its quick implementation. The VGG-16 model is a simple
algorithm and suitable for image classification. Figure 4 depicts the architecture diagram of
the VGG-16 algorithm.

Figure 4. VGG-16 architectural model modified after [28].
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The convolutions are a fixed size of 150 × 150 RGB (Red Green Blue) images during
training. The pre-processing performed here removes the typical RGB value computed on
the training phase-out of each pixel. The image is processed using a stack of convolutional
layers, which employ filters with a small field of 3 × 3. It is more complex and has non-
linear effects but has fewer parameters. In one of the settings, 1 × 1 convolution filters are
used, which may be thought of as a linear modification of the input channels. For 3 × 3
convolution layers, the convolution phase and spatial padding of convolution input are
kept to 1 pixel, ensuring that the spatial resolution is retrained after convolution. Spatial
pooling is helped by five max-pooling layers that follow part of the convolution layers. Max
pooling is done with stride 2 across a 2 × 2-pixel frame. After a stack of convolution layers,
there are three fully connected (FC) layers. The first two each have 4096 channels, whereas
the third uses 1000 way ILSVRC classification and hence has 1000 channels, one for each
class. The Softmax layer is the last layer [29]. However, because of binary classification
study, the last layer used here is the sigmoid layer. In all networks, the configuration of the
ultimately linked layers is the same. The hyper parameters used for VGG-16 are given in
Table 6.

Table 6. Hyper parameters tuning used for VGG-16.

Dataset ratio

There are two classes for soft rot disease, pest pattern and deficiency
effected detection. Health and soft rot disease effected, healthy and pest
attacked, healthy ginger leaves and deficiency effected leaves. 80% data is
used for training and 20% data for testing for all detection cases.

Pre-processing Images are renamed and resized to 150 × 150.

Batch Size The batch size for training the algorithm is 32.

Epochs The model was trained with 60 epochs.

Learning Rate Learning rate is set at 0.001 the proposed model.

Optimization
algorithm

The proposed model is trained by adaptive moment estimation opti-
mizer (ADAM).

The first layer used the activation function rectified linear activation function (Relu).
Relu is the most widely used activation function used in CNN and deep learning. It can be
calculated as follows:

f (x) = max(0, x) (3)

Relu activation function is added to each layer, so all the negative values are not
passed to the next layer. Flatten layer is used that passes the data to the dropout layer. Then
Dropout layer is added to the algorithm that can overcome the over-fitting of the algorithm.
Finally, the last layer is Sigmoid.

2.3.4. MobileNetV2 Model

MobileNetV2 is a 53 layer deep neural network. A pre-trained version of the network
trained on over a million images of the imagined database may be loaded. The pretrained
model can categorise images into 1000 object categories. It enables real-time classification
despite computational restrictions in devices such as mobile phones. This algorithm adds a
whole new CNN, the inverted residue and non-linear bottleneck layer, which enables better
performance in mobile and embedding vision devices. We have used MobileNetV2 in our
research. ReLu, dropout layer, flatten layer, the sigmoid activation function is used in this
algorithm. Dropout operates by randomly changing the outward edges of the hidden layers
to zero at every training phase iteration. The hyper parameters used for MObileNetV2 are
given in Table 7.

The output of the convolutional layer is flattened to generate a single continuous
feature map. It is also linked to the final classification model, which is referred to as a
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fully connected layer. Furthermore, we combine all of the pixel data into a single line and
connect it to the final layer.

Table 7. Hyper parameters tuning used for MobileNetV2.

Dataset Ratio

Soft rot disease = 256 image, healthy rhizome contains = 256 images,
Pest pattern class = 910 images, healthy ginger = 910 images, Deficiency
nutrients and healthy leaves of ginger contain 720 images each class.
80% data is for training and remaining 20% for testing.

Preprocessing All the images are renamed and resized to 150 × 150.

Batch Size The batch size of the mobileNetV2 algorithm is 128.

Epochs Total epochs for training the MobileNetV2 algorithm are 60.

Learning Rate The learning rate of this algorithm uses 0.001

Optimization
Algorithm Adam optimizer is used in this proposed methodology.

3. Results and Discussion

In this section, we present the evaluation metrics, necessary results and discussion.

3.1. Evaluation Metrics

In our work, we used the following metrics to evaluate the working of the adopted
deep learning models for the ginger plant disease classification and detection tasks. Preci-
sion, recall and F1-Score [30] are calculated to evaluate the performance.

Precision is measured as the ratio of the number of correctly identified positive samples
to the total number of positive samples. It can be calculated by:

Precision = TP/(TP + FP)× 100% (4)

where TP is truly positive and FP is a false positive. Recall is determined by dividing the
total number of positive samples by the number of positive samples accurately categorized
as positive.The recall is calculated by:

Recall = TP/(TP + FN)× 100% (5)

F1 Score is a prominent metric for accessing a classification model’s performance. When
finding a more consistent description of a model’s performance, then uses a harmonic mean
of accuracy on recall.

F1 Score = 2 × ((P × R)/(P + R)) (6)

where P is precision and R is recall.
A Confusion matrix that depicts the class of each occurrence depending on the classifier

methods used, opening the way for various performance indicators to identify the tendency
of the system. The parameters of the confusion matrix are based on the number of groups.
Actual Class labels are mentioned in columns and predicted in rows. Each cell is classified
as TP, TN, FP, and FN.

This research analyzed the accuracy scores of the model’s fine-tuning to see how deep
learning affects the system performance. The ANN and deep learning models were trained
and tested using the ginger plant images at initial and multiple stages. A novel dataset is
trained and tested on state-of-the-art algorithms. This study detects the three categories
of ginger plants: pest pattern, deficiency affected at initial and multiple stages, and soft
rot disease at the last phenological step. The various models were trained and tested on
real-time background images. In this particular task, the minimum batch size was selected
as 32, the maximum epochs were 64, and the initial learning rate was 0.001. Furthermore,
Adam is the optimization method used for deep networks.
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3.2. Pest Pattern Classification

This section presents the results of pest pattern detection. The dataset was split
into two classes pest pattern and healthy having 1820 images of training and 455 images
for testing. Accuracy for VGG-16, ANN, MobileNetV2 and CNN is shown in Figure 5.
The number of epochs was represented on the x-axis, and it can be defined as the algorithm
will learn in the number of times of the entire dataset. The y-axis represents the accuracy of
the models, and accuracy is the ratio of the number of accurate predictions to the overall
number of correct predictions. VGG-16 achieves better validation accuracy of 96% in pest
pattern spots than other models such as Artificial Neural Network (ANN), MobileNetV2,
and CNN, gaining 95%, 93%, and 92% validation accuracy. Although VGG-16 achieves
better validation accuracy at the end, MobileNetV2 is the only one that achieves results
more than 85% of accuracy below 10 epochs. The minimum loss, which is observed that
0.1% is achieved by VGG-16 and MobileNetV2 algorithms as compared to other models in
Table 8. Here, it can be noticed that VGG-16 has demonstrated better performance in terms
of accuracy compared with other techniques. Moreover, ANN achieved highest precision
and recall values.
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Figure 5. Models accuracy on Pest pattern classification.

Table 8. Pest pattern results.

Algorithm Accuracy Loss Precision F1 Score Recall

VGG-16 96% 0.1% 97% 75% 98%

ANN 95% 0.2% 100% 78% 100%

MobileNetv2 93% 0.1% 98% 85% 99%

CNN 92% 0.2% 95% 84% 99%

Figure 6 shows models of the Receiver Operator Characteristics (ROC) curve devel-
oped by classifying the pest pattern and healthy classes. The difference between false
positive and true positive rate is plotted on ROC curve. Here, it can show the performance
of classification models at all classification parameters. Compared to other states of the art
models, MobileNetV2 achieves optimal ROC curve findings.

We can display image samples from the test set and their classification results. We
observed that the models are capable of accurately recognizing the target classes. ANN
algorithm is tested on unseen data and correctly determines which image is a healthy ginger
plant image and which is infected by pest pattern in Figure 7a. CNN algorithm is evaluated
on previously unknown data and accurately identifies which image is a healthy ginger
plant image and which is harmed by pest pattern as depicted in Figure 7b. In Figure 7c,
the MobilenetV2 algorithm is tested on unseen data and predicts accurately which is
affected by pest patterns and healthy ginger plant image. In last, as depicted in Figure 7d,
the VGG-16 algorithm is tested on unseen data and predicts correctly which is pest pattern
affected the image and the healthy ginger plant image. Subsequently, confusion matrices
for pest pattern are given in Figure 8.
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Figure 6. Models ROC on Pest pattern classification. (TPR = True positiver rate, FPR = False
positive rate).
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Figure 7. Testing of models on pest pattern classification.
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Figure 8. Confusion matrices for pest pattern.

3.3. Nutrient Deficiency Classification

This section explores the performance of ANN and deep learning algorithms on a real
field image dataset for nutrient deficiency classification. The experimental results were
analyzed using performance metrics to detect the deficiency nutrients. It contains 1440
training and 361 testing images having Deficiency and healthy classes. We divided the
dataset into an 80/20 ratio, in which 80% is used for training and the remaining 20% for
testing purposes. It is evident from the findings that deep learning achieved effective results
on the applied dataset. For instance, the Models’ accuracy achieved is shown in Figure 9.
It is clearly shown that ANN improves validation accuracy by 97% when classifying the
deficiency nutrients and healthy ginger plants. Other models such as CNN score 96%,
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and CNN gains result nearer to ANN. MobileNetV2 and VGG-16 models reached 95%
validation accuracy.
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Figure 9. Models accuracy on nutrient deficiency classification. (a) ANN accuracy. (b) CNN accuracy.
(c) MobileNetV2 accuracy. (d) VGG16 accuracy.

In Table 9, perfomrance measures are given. The Table shows that models give high
results, so very less loss is calculated. It is noticed that ANN achieved highest accuracy
rate of 97%. CNN and VGG-16 showed 0.1% loss. Other models achieved 0.2% loss. On the
other side, VGG-16 demonstrated the highest precision and recall score. The ROC curve
is used to evaluate the performance of the classification models. ANN, CNN, and VGG-
16 roc curves are shown in Figure 10. The results showed that ANN demonstrated fast
convergence rate as compared to other techniques.
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Figure 10. Models ROC curve on nutrient deficiency classification.

Table 9. Deficiency results.

Algorithm Accuracy Loss Precision F1 Score Recall

ANN 97% 0.2% 99% 65% 100%

CNN 96% 0.1% 99% 86% 98%

MobileNetV2 95% 0.2% 98% 89% 97%

VGG-16 95% 0.1% 100% 65% 100%

The implementation of testing of the Nutrient deficiency classification problem is
shown in Figure 11. Each algorithm showed the accurately detection capability for the
nutrient deficiency classification from unseen leaf images of the ginger plant. The testing
of ANN, CNN, MobileNetV2, and VGG-16 is shown in Figure 11a, Figure 11b, Figure 11c
and Figure 11d respectively. Figure 12 shows the confusion matrices for Nutrient deficiency
classification.
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(a) ANN Classification (b) CNN Classification

(c) MobileNetV2 Classification (d) VGG-16 Classification

Figure 11. Testing of models on nutrient deficiency classification.
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Figure 12. Confusion matrices for nutrient deficiency.

3.4. Soft Rot Disease Detection

This section discusses the detection of Soft rot disease and healthy rhizomes at the
last stage. The dataset of soft rot disease is collected from the market. The soft rot disease
arrives on the plant at the last stage. This study detects the ginger plant disease at all stages
and proves to be an efficient system for ginger plant disease detection. The efficiency of
ANN and deep learning models is examined in this section. It is clearly observed that CNN
gains the highest 99% validation accuracy (see Figure 13) as compared to other models.
CNN also demonstrated highest precision and recall score. MobileNetV2 achieves 97%,
ANN, and VGG-16 96%. ROC curve achieved by ANN and CNN is shown in Figure 14
and showed better results.

ANN is tested on unseen data (20%) and predicts correctly about which is a healthy
rhizome and which one is soft rot disease on ginger at the last stage, as depicted in
Figure 15a. CNN, MObileNetV2 and VGG-16 testing are shown in Figure 15b, Figure 15c
and Figure 15d, respectively.

All the results are summarized in Table 10. CNN and VGG-16 give the minimum
loss of 0.1%. CNN and ANN demonstrated the highest precision and recall scores, results
clearly showing that models correctly predict the images. Deep learning models such as
MobileNetV2 and VGG-16, also give much better results as compared to ANN and CNN.
F1 Score shows that ANN gives better results with 96%, as compared to other categories
deficiency nutrients and pest pattern results.
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Figure 13. Models accuracy on Soft rot disease classification.
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Figure 14. Models ROC on soft rot disease detection.
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Figure 15. Testing of model on soft rot disease detection.

Table 10. Softrot disease results.

Algorithm Accuracy Loss Precision F1 Score Recall

CNN 99% 0.1% 100% 91% 100%

MobileNetv2 97% 0.2% 99% 95% 99%

ANN 96% 0.25% 100% 96% 100%

VGG-16 96% 0.1% 98% 94% 99%

The confusion matrix of the Advanced deep learning algorithms for Softrot disease
detection is shown in Figure 16. Left diagonal values in the matrix are correctly classified
and others are misclassified. In the case of deficiency nutrients, pest pattern, and soft rot
disease correctly classified images to the target labels are 288, 364, 64 respectively. Finally,
the overall precision, F1 score, and recall are shown in Figure 17. The result indicates that
ANN shows much better precision than all other deep learning models.The best way to
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develop a model for improved categorization using neural network structure is to use
deep learning.
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Figure 16. Confusion matrices for soft rot disease.
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Figure 17. Comparison of Precision, F1 score and Recall values achieved on Pest Pattern, Deficiency
and Soft rot classification by using ANN, CNN, MobileNetV2, and VGG-16 models.

In the following, we show the run-time of the implemented algorithms to compare
efficacy and performance of the work. In Table 11, the algorithm run-time is shown for
testing deficiency, pest pattern, and soft rot disease problem of the ginger plant. ANN and
CNN take less time 2 s as compared to other algorithms. Similarly, in the category pest
pattern, healthy 2 s time is covered when testing the images while in soft rot disease and
healthy category, CNN showed 2 s.

Table 12 summarizes our study’s comparative analysis. In [31] alfalfa plant achieves
the highest accuracy with 899 images. When comparing a wheat plant [32,33], both employ
the Random Forest algorithm, however, ref. [32] has a better accuracy of 88%. Similarly,
maize plant [34] appears to be better than [22] in terms of accuracy. In our study, CNN
showed 96% accuracy rate which leads to better results. From all aspects, it is evident that
the ginger plant produces highly intriguing outcomes when compared to existing solutions,
and this study is quite significant.

Table 11. Running time of Algorithms.

Category Algorithms Running Time

Deficiency and Healthy

ANN 2 s
CNN 2 s

MobileNetV2 3 s
VGG-16 4 s

Pest Pattern and Healthy

VGG-16 2 s
ANN 3 s

MobileNetV2 4 s
CNN 4 s

Soft rot disease and Healthy

CNN 2 s
MobileNetV2 3 s

ANN 3 s
VGG-16 3 s
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Table 12. Performance comparison of proposed work with other existing works.

Ref. Plant Size of
Dataset Method Accuracy

[32] Wheat 75 SVM, PCA, RF 88%
[34] Maize 260 Guided Regulized Random Forest 88%
[22] Maize - Binary Support Vector Machine 52%
[35] Papaya 160 Random Forest 70%
[36] Tomato 713 CNN 82%
[37] Grapes 137 SVM 88%
[31] Alfalfa 899 Regression Tree, PCA 94%
[33] Wheat 3500 Random Forest, Naive base 78%
[38] Tomato 3535 SVM 81%
Our
study Ginger 4396 ANN, CNN, VGG-16 and MobileNetV2 97%, 96%, 96%,

and 97%, respectively

4. Conclusions

In this study, a novel and unique dataset was developed from the orchard of Pir
Mehr Ali Shah Arid Agriculture University Rawalpindi (PMAS-AAUR). The study applied
ANN, CNN, MobileNetV2, and VGG-16 to classify the images in the dataset. These
algorithms were used to detect pest patterns, deficiency nutrients, and soft rot disease
of ginger. As a result, the VGG-16 algorithm achieved the highest 96% accuracy on pest
patterns and healthy ginger image detection. When the adopted algorithms were applied
to deficiency nutrients and healthy ginger images, ANN achieved the highest 97% accuracy.
Finally, all algorithms detect and classify the ginger plant-affected and healthy leaves.
This study demonstrated the applicability of the various algorithms namely, ANN, CNN,
MobileNetV2, and VGG-16 for the disease detection of the ginger plant. The results
achieved are the basis of the developed dataset and may vary for the different dataset.
In future work, we are interested to develop a real-time detection system for ginger plant
by using mobile application.
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